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GSM System Architecture

HLR and VLR
•HLR (Home Location Register)
-a database to store and management permanent data of subscribers
•VLR (Visitor Location Register)
-a database to store temporary information about subscribers -needed by MSC in order to service visiting subscribers
AuC and EIR
•Authentication Center (AuC)
-used in the security data management for the authentication of subscribers.
•Equipment Identity Register (EIR)
-used to maintain a list of legitimate, fraudulent, or faulty MSs. -optional in GSM network, and is not used generally.
GSM Interfaces
•U m -Radio interface between MS and BTS -each physical channel supports a number of logical channels 
Time Division Duplex 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 MS and BTS do not transmit simultaneously (MS transmits 3 time slots after the BTS)
Timing advance: MS transmits its data a little earlier as demanded by the " three time slots delay rule" .
Timing Advance
Base station •encrypted bits -data is encrypted
•stealing bits -indicate whether the burst was stolen for urgent control signaling (FACCH signaling)
•Guard bits -avoid overlapping with other bursts due to different path delay
Training Sequence
•A known bit pattern that differs for different adjacent cells •to adapt the parameters of the receiver to the current path propagation characteristics •to select the strongest signal in case of multipath propagation •for multipath equalization -extract the desired signal from unwanted reflections Tailing Bits and Reordering (4) d (180) d (178) :
GSM Protocol Stack
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u (184) u (185) u (186) u (187) u ( Convolutional Encoder for GSM Speech (Rate=1/2, K=5) •Logical channels are piggybacked on the physical channels -logical channels are laid over the grid of physical channels -each logical channel performs a specific task
GSM Logical Channels (I)
•Speech traffic channels (TCH)
•Cell broadcast channel (CBCH)
GSM Logical Channels (II)
•Common control channels (CCCH) •Broadcast control channel (BCCH)
-to transmit system information 1-4, 7-8 (differs in GSM 900, GSM 1800, and PCS 1900)
CBCH and CCCH
•CBCH (Cell Broadcast Channel)
-transmits cell broadcast messages
•PCH (Paging Channel)
Mapping of Logical Channels
•Each BTS has a particular frequency carrier called BCCH-TRX to transmit BCCH info •The following channel structure can be found on time slot 0 of carrier BCCH-TRX 
